November 6, 2017
82 Federal Register 46458
RIN: 1004-AE54
Docket ID: BLM-2017-0002
RE: Proposed rule; Waste Prevention, Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation;
Delay and Suspension of Certain Requirements
Dear Acting Director Michael D. Nedd,
Taxpayers for Common Sense (TCS) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments to the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) on the delay and suspension of certain requirements of the Waste Prevention,
Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation proposed rule. TCS is a non-partisan budget
watchdog serving as an independent voice for American taxpayers. For more than two decades,
Taxpayers for Common Sense has advocated for responsible natural resource development on federal
lands and waters that ensures taxpayers receive a fair return for the resources they own.
The BLM within the Department of the Interior administers mineral leasing on 245 million acres of public
lands, including onshore federal oil and gas leasing. In November 2016, the BLM finalized a rule titled,
Waste Prevention, Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation, to limit the practice of
venting and flaring natural gas from oil and gas wells on federal lands. 1 The new rule replaced the
existing Notice to Lessees and Operators of Onshore Federal and Indian Oil and Gas Leases, Royalty or
Compensation for Oil and Gas Lost (NTL-4A) of 1979 that has led to the loss of trillions of cubic feet of
federal natural gas.2
The finalized 2016 methane waste rule was the result of years of work, research of best practices, and
public input. The BLM began the methane waste rulemaking in 2011. It conducted a series of public
meetings throughout the country seeking input from Industry and stakeholders. Four “forums” were held
in 2014 in Colorado, New Mexico, North Dakota, and Washington, DC. In addition, four ‘public
hearings’ in New Mexico, Oklahoma, Colorado, and North Dakota took place after release of the
proposed rule in 2016 to ensure industry and stakeholders had ample opportunity to voice concerns with
the rule.
In order to lessen the burden of compliance under the methane waste rule finalized in November of 2016,
industry was allotted a years’ time to comply with the new regulations. The rule took effect in January of
2017, but the compliance dates for key provisions of the rule were set in January of 2018. This allows
industry time to make the necessary capital investments and infrastructure improvements for compliance
with the new rule. The BLM’s October 2017 proposed rule would delay compliance with the 2016
methane waste rule further, pushing back compliance until January 2019. The decision to push back
implementation of the methane rule according to the BLM, is to prevent “burden to operators.” TCS
argues that doing so would place an undue burden on taxpayers. To delay key provisions of the Waste
Prevention, Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation rule would promote the
continued waste of taxpayer resources, and loss of royalty revenues, by returning to NTL-4A practices.
NTL-4A was issued by the U.S. Geological Service on December 27, 1979. There have been significant
advancements in drilling technologies and techniques since the rule’s issuance almost 38 years ago. The

problems with the NTL-4A regulations that have allowed for venting, flaring, and royalty-free uses of oil
and natural gas are well-documented. In 2010, the Department of the Interior Inspector General
recommended that the BLM clarify its requirements for royalty-free use of gas.3 The same year, the
Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that around 40 percent of natural gas being vented and
flared from onshore Federal leases could have been captured economically with the use of control
technologies already available, and that Interior’s oversight of the oil and gas program had significant
limitations—specifically, that its regulations did not address significant sources of lost gas. 4
In 2011, the GAO added Management of Federal Oil and Gas Resources to its list of government
programs considered to be at high risk—defined as having “greater vulnerabilities to fraud, waste, abuse,
and mismanagement.” The GAO found that, “Interior did not have reasonable assurance that it was
collecting its share of revenue from oil and gas produced on federal lands.” 5 The guidance provided in the
1979 rule does not reflect current practices and technologies in the natural gas industry, which now allow
for the economical capture of natural gas, while reducing wasteful flaring.
NTL-4A guidance for determining what qualifies as royalty free gas is fundamentally flawed. The rule
depends entirely on the subjective judgments made by a BLM Supervisor or Authorized Officer about what
is “prudent and proper” or “reasonable” to determine whether gas has been wasted and should incur a
royalty. According to a 2016 GAO report, there has been significant ambiguity in determining what
constitutes royalty-free, on-site use, and consequently, “substantial variation in how the BLM has
interpreted and applied the standard” for approval of flaring. 6 Billions of dollars’ worth of natural gas has
been lost to venting and flaring over more than three decades, due to the subjective royalty-free status
practices under NTL-4A.

Progress Made for Taxpayers by the 2016 Methane Waste Rule
The 2016 methane waste rule helps to address the key issue of royalty losses from flared gas, and if allowed
to proceed, without delay, will capture much of the gas currently being lost, avoiding unnecessary waste
and adding to federal revenues. A number of its provisions, discussed below, would jointly help achieve
this goal.
The methane waste rule clarifies when to charge royalties for lost gas by replacing the vague guidance of
the NTL-4A that resulted in inconsistent application of BLM standards. Specifically, the rule defines certain
situations when venting or flaring is considered “unavoidably lost” and therefore does not incur a royalty.
In all other cases, the gas is considered “avoidably lost” and should be charged a royalty. The rule also
prohibits venting, except in certain situations, like emergencies, during maintenance, or when flaring is
infeasible. And it requires the replacement of “high bleed” pneumatic controllers with “low bleed”
controllers within one year.
The rule establishes target percentages for the amount of gas producers must capture and sell each month
per well. A certain percentage of all gas produced every month from development oil wells must be
captured. To ease compliance, the capture target percentage is ramped up over the first few years the rule
takes effect, and more significantly, is averaged over a lease, unit, communalized area, county, or state.
This percentage is only applied to gas that exceeded an allowable flaring volume per well per month that
can be correspondingly averaged out. Any amount flared in excess of the targets would be considered
“avoidably lost” gas as re-defined by the rule and thereby incur a royalty.
Additionally, the 2016 methane waste rule Allows royalty rates to be increased in the future for new
competitive onshore oil and gas leases, consistent with the Mineral Leasing Act. Unlike other resource
development plans, outdated rules required the BLM to conduct a formal rulemaking in order to change the

royalty rate charged for new oil and gas leases. This change allows the BLM to consider other royalty rates
to better reflect market conditions. The rule also requires the use of an instrument-based leak detection and
repair (LDAR) program to find and repair leaks at least twice a year. One of the largest sources of lost, noncombusted natural gas has been leaks from equipment (rather than intentional venting). The use of LDAR
systems will reduce the amount of wasted gas from sources that have previously gone undetected and
unaddressed.
The rule must be allowed to move forward without delay, as the issue of lost gas has only been increasing
in recent years. Between 2009 and 2013, the amount of gas lost during production on federal lands doubled. 7
According to BLM calculations, lost gas in 2009-15 alone amounted to a total of 462 billion cubic feet. The
amount of gas lost in that time period was enough to 6.2 million homes for a year. 8 By delaying the
implementation of the 2016 methane waste rule, the BLM would be returning to the outdated guidance of
the NTL-4A, perpetuating the steady increase of lost gas during production and depriving taxpayers of
much needed royalty revenues.
For additional information please find attached our report titled, “Gone with the Wind: How Taxpayers
are Losing from Wasted Gas,” which further addresses the loss of natural gas on federal lands.

Sincerely,

Ryan Alexander
President
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Gone with the Wind:
How Taxpayers Are Losing from Wasted Gas
August 2016

Taxpayers for Common Sense (“TCS”) requested information about
the disposition of federal gas on onshore federal leases1 from the
Office of Natural Resource Revenue (“ONRR”), the Department of
the Interior (“DOI”) office that manages revenues owed for development of federal energy and natural resources. TCS analyzed the
information in the context of recent revelations about data reporting and accounting lapses at the Bureau of Land Management
(“BLM”). The results of that analysis presented in this report add to
and update the 2014 TCS report, “Burning Money.” Here is what we
found:




The total amount of lost gas reported by oil and gas companies
to DOI is significantly less than the amount of lost gas from the
oil and gas operators recorded by the Environmental Protection
Agency and non-government groups.2
BLM field offices often are inconsistent in applying and complying with department guidance when approving and categorizing
flaring and venting activity.3 This inconsistency has decreased
the amount of revenue collected by the DOI because less lost
gas is subject to royalties.

Oil and gas companies reported
the “unavoidable”
loss of 171.8
billion cubic feet
of natural gas
from federal lands
from 2006 through
2015.

Taxpayers for
Common Sense is
an independent voice
for taxpayers working
to increase transparency and expose and
eliminate wasteful
and corrupt subsidies,
earmarks, and
corporate welfare.

Gas flaring in Colorado
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According to ONRR data, the amount of natural gas
“unavoidably” lost by oil and gas companies from venting and
flaring operations was 10 times the amount “avoidably” lost
from 2006 through 2015. The BLM does not require companies
to pay royalties on unavoidably lost gas.

Oil and gas companies

Oil and gas companies reported the “unavoidable” loss of 171.8
billion cubic feet (“bcf”) of natural gas from federal lands from
2006 through 2015.

their drilling operations,









are losing a significant
amount of natural gas. In
they are consuming freeof-charge gas worth bil-

At the average yearly price of natural gas, this lost gas had
a market value of roughly $878.1 million dollars.

lions of dollars while

Because this gas was “unavoidably” lost, no royalties were
paid to taxpayers. If it had incurred a royalty of 12.5 percent,4 it would have generated $109.8 million in royalty
payments.

leaked into the atmos-

During this period, these same companies reported the
“avoidable” loss of 17.6 bcf of natural gas.


drilling on federal lands

At the average yearly price of natural gas, this lost gas had
a market value of roughly $73.2 million dollars, and
should have incurred a royalty of $9.2 million.

Oil and gas operators reported the “beneficial use” of 711.8 bcf
of natural gas to power their equipment on federal leases. Operators are allowed to consume this gas free-of-charge.


At average yearly prices, this gas would have had a market value of $3.72 billion.



No royalties are paid on this gas. If royalties were paid at
the royalty rate of 12.5 percent, it would have generated
$465.1 million in royalty payments.

some gas is also being
phere from drilling equipment. Historically, these
companies have paid royalties on only a tiny fraction of this lost gas, and
the DOI does not have a
system to track those

losses.

Context
The BLM is finalizing a new rule entitled, “Waste Prevention, Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation,” which is
meant to curtail the loss of natural gas from oil and gas drilling on
federal leases. Existing rules5 allow for the loss of natural gas in
certain cases, exempting oil and gas companies from royalty payments on gas vented (released directly into the atmosphere) or
flared (burned) with prior authorization or approval.6 Because the
volume of such “unavoidably” lost gas is 10 times the “avoidable”
Methane flaring
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The Bureau of Land
Management (BLM)
within the Department
of the Interior (DOI)
administers mineral
leasing on 245 million
acres of public lands.
In 1976, Congress
passed the Federal
Lands Policy and Management Act (FLPMA),
which requires “the
United States receive
fair market value of the
use of the public lands
and their resources ...”
Congress further articulated BLM’s authority
in the Federal Oil and
Gas Royalty Management Act of 1982,
which states, “Any lessee is liable for royalty
payments on oil or gas
lost or wasted from a
lease site when such
loss or waste is due to
negligence on the part
of the operator of the
lease, or due to the failure to comply with any
rule or regulation, order
or citation issued under
this Act or any mineral
leasing law.”

View of tank emissions using infrared camera.

amount, historical data shows that BLM personnel have approved
most requests to vent or flare gas.7
One of the central issues of the new rule is how to determine when gas
is being wasted (i.e. “avoidably” lost), and should therefore incur a royalty. Mining companies pay the owners of natural resources a percentage of the proceeds from production and sale of the property. Oil and
gas companies pay the federal government royalties of 18.75 percent of
proceeds from the sale of oil and gas mined from offshore leases, and
12.5 percent from onshore leases. Most states charge higher royalty
rates for state-owned oil and gas.
Existing rules rely largely on the judgment of a BLM Supervisor or Authorized Officer about what is “prudent and proper” or “reasonable” to
determine whether gas has been wasted and should incur a royalty.
This case-by-case approach was criticized recently by the Government
Accountability Office (“GAO”), which looked at the extent to which the
DOI could account for lost gas from oil and gas development, and how
well BLM field offices managed requests to vent or flare. The problems
identified by the GAO help explain why so much lost gas was considered “unavoidable,” decreasing the amount of revenue collected by the
DOI.
On the first question, the GAO found significant dysfunction in the
DOI’s accounting for lost gas. After identifying a number of procedural
inconsistencies and shortcomings, the GAO concluded that the DOI
“may not have a clear accounting of natural gas emissions, which could
limit [DOI”s] ability to ensure that lessees pay royalties in the proper
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amounts and minimize waste of natural gas.” Specifically, the GAO faulted BLM field offices for:


not providing specific instructions to operators for how to estimate the volume of lost natural gas;



providing operators with only limited guidance on how they should record volumes of natural gas
in the different categories on monthly reports; and



not identifying which types of natural gas venting and flaring should be recorded on monthly reports.

Natural Gas Volume (bcf)

Importantly, the BLM’s problems accounting for lost gas identified by the GAO suggest that the data
TCS received from ONRR may significantly underrepresent the total amount of natural gas vented
and flared on federal
40
lands. Other studies of
natural gas emissions
35
from oil and gas pro30
duction done by the Environmental Protection
25
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national,9 among oth15
ers, found significantly
higher losses than those
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Royalty Due
reported by the industry
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to the DOI.
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The GAO also reported
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
substantial inconsistencies among BLM offices
in processing requests to vent or flare natural gas and determining whether the resulting loss of gas
should be subject to royalty. On this question, the GAO’s first major finding was that, even though the
vast majority of requests to vent or flare were not accompanied by the appropriate documentation,
many were still approved by BLM field offices. These approvals directly contravened the agency’s
standing guidance.

Specifically, the GAO estimates that 90 percent of the 1,281 requests received by BLM field offices in
fiscal year 2014 did not contain the appropriate documentation. Such documentation is essential to
justifying why a venting or flaring event is necessary, and whether the release is “avoidable” or
“unavoidable.” Astoundingly, the BLM approved 70 percent of those FY 2014 requests anyway, and
deemed roughly half of all approved requests unavoidable, or royalty-free. As a result, the GAO estimates that 97 percent of the requests approved and deemed royalty-free lacked the documentation
the BLM guidance requires to justify such a designation.
The quirks in the approval process were somewhat explained by the GAO’s second major finding on
request processing. The GAO found that the various BLM field offices greatly differ in how they apply
department guidance to determine whether lost gas is “avoidable” or “unavoidable.” Of the six BLM
field offices that the GAO surveyed, three have interpreted the standing guidance (NTL-4A, discussed
below) to mean that all approved venting and flaring is “unavoidable.”
4

In contrast, two other offices, in Carlsbad, New Mexico, and Casper,
Wyoming, have employed a considered approach in recent years to adjudicating whether venting or flaring incidents should be subject to
royalties. The Carlsbad office met with local operators to understand
their capability to avoid venting and flaring, and took regional production trends into account when deeming certain natural gas releases
“avoidable” or “unavoidable.” The Casper office, meanwhile, took operators economic justifications for venting and flaring requests into account when determining if venting or flaring should require royalty
payments. That finding from the GAO was corroborated by the data we
received from ONRR. Of all gas lost on federal lands between 2006
and 2015, only nine percent was deemed “avoidable”. Of all
“avoidable” gas, furthermore, 99.9 percent was recorded in New Mexico and Wyoming.
Consistent with the GAO report, the BLM conducted an internal review
of how it processes requests to flare or vent gas and found “substantial
variation in how the BLM has interpreted and applied the standard”
for approval.10 The BLM review found instances of personnel approving requests to flare gas because not doing so would impose small net
costs on the operator. The circumstances, the personnel found, met the
standard under current rules for “unavoidable” loss—the reason being
that any net cost at all could theoretically cause an operator to abandon a well earlier than it would otherwise.11 The GAO also found that
two BLM field offices had backlogs of more than 1,000 venting or flaring requests, in addition to processing drilling permits or permitting
rights-of-way for gas gathering pipeline.12 DOI officials said that natu-

Summary of
BLM’s Proposed
Methane Rule
Good: BLM is proposing to charge a royalty
on gas that is flared
from wells that are connected to capture infrastructure.
Bad: No royalty
charged for flaring from
wells not connected to
gathering infrastructure.
Good: BLM proposes
to set a flaring limit of
1,800 Mcf/month/well,
averaged over all producing wells on a
lease.

Bad: The rulemaking
needs to provide a
more direct statement
that all flaring above
the flaring limit are subject to a royalty payment and possible penalties.

BLM should charge
royalties for all flaring
of associated gas
from all wells. Not
charging royalties
reduces the incentive
to install or extend
gas capture equipment.

Oil derrick drilling
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ral gas emissions have “generally been royalty-free” because their focus
has historically been on collecting data on royalty-bearing oil and gas
production.
All of the findings by the GAO and the BLM in its review explain why
roughly 90 percent of federal gas oil and gas operators reported as vented or flared was royalty free. In its proposed changes, the BLM would
generally prohibit all venting of gas and would charge royalties on flared
gas from wells that are already connected to capture infrastructure.
However, the GAO found, “these proposed regulations do not address
the key limitations in reporting and accounting for emissions that we
identified.”
Assessing the soundness of approvals by BLM state personnel is difficult
because documentation for thousands of applications to vent or flare gas
is retained at resident BLM state offices and not available in any single
location. ONRR collects and centralizes two different data sets to measure volumes of gas extracted and sold from federal leases: 1.) production
and disposition data from drilling operators, and 2.) sale and royalty
data from federal lessees. In theory, the total amount of gas extracted
from oil and gas wells and the amount of gas sold, minus the gas utilized, stored, or lost along the way, should be equal. Ideally, it should be
possible to publicly account for every cubic foot of gas removed from
federal leases. However, while aggregate data reported by federal lease
holders for sales volumes, sales amounts, and royalties is available on
the ONRR website, data reported by drilling operators for beneficial
purposes, venting, flaring, and other disposition volumes of gas is not.

Conclusion
Experience has demonstrated that administering a “waste” standard on
a subjective, case-by-case basis is unrealistic and unworkable for the oil
and gas resource owners, and federal taxpayers. Both the GAO and the
BLM have identified specific problems that have cost taxpayers money
by dramatically decreasing the amount of natural gas being vented and
flared that is subject to a royalty. The inconsistent application of “waste’’
standards is one of the principal failures of existing rules that the BLM’s
proposed update is meant to fix. As part of its effort to curtail waste of
natural gas, the BLM must address the underlying problems with the
process of approving and recording lost gas.

Summary of
BLM’s Proposed
Methane Rule
Good: Venting prohibit-

ed, except emergencies and venting from
certain equipment subject to proposed limits.
Replace all “high
bleed” pneumatic controllers with “low bleed”
controllers within one
year.
Good: Requires use an
instrument-based leak
detection and repair
(LDAR) program to find
and repair leaks twice
a year.
Good: Modifies the existing regulation to give
BLM discretion to raise
the royalty rates for onshore oil and gas leases above 12.5 percent
for new competitive
leases, consistent with
the statutory authority
in the Mineral Leasing
Act.
Good: Requires submission of plan with an
Application for Permit
to Drill to also be
shared with midstream
gas capture companies.
Bad: Waste minimization plan details would
not be enforceable by
BLM.
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Endnotes:
1. The data included in this report are limited to the federal mineral estate. The dataset does not include disposition of gas from Indian mineral rights or non-federal mineral rights. The BLM administers some leases that
include more than one mineral estate, known as “mixed estate” leases. The data reflect only the natural gas volumes attributed to the federal share for these leases.
2. Comparison of federal-only disposition values is difficult because most studies of methane losses from oil and
gas production include non-federal gas. Even when adjusting aggregate data for only the federal share of total
production, the amount of estimated lost gas is higher in most studies than what is reported by industry to
ONRR.
3. U.S. Government Accountability Office, “Interior Could Do More to Account for and Manage Natural Gas
Emissions,” GAO-16-607, Report to Congressional Requesters, July 2016.
4. Federal lessees pay royalties to the federal government for the right to mine and sell publicly owned resources.
The royalty rate for onshore natural gas is 12.5 percent of the sale price.
5. Notice to Lessees and Operators of Onshore Federal and Indian Oil and Gas Leases, “Royalty or Compensation
for Oil and Gas Lost (NTL-4A).” Effective January 1, 1980.
6. BLM allows venting or flaring of gas in cases of emergencies, and for certain well evaluation and production
tests. Unavoidably lost gas also includes “fugitive” emissions released from storage tanks or other low-pressure
production vessels, or because of equipment malfunctions.
7. “Oil and Gas Leasing; Royalty on Production, Rental Payments, Minimum Acceptable Bids, Bonding Requirements, and Civil Penalty Assessments,” Proposed rule by Bureau of Land Management at 80 FR 2214, April 21,
2015.8Table: “Summary of State & Private Land Royalty Rates” at 80 FR 22152.
8. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990 – 2014”
April 15, 2016
9. ICF International, “Onshore Petroleum and Natural Gas Operations on Federal and Tribal Lands in the United
States” June 23, 2015
10. “Waste Prevention, Production Subject to Royalties, and Resource Conservation” Proposed Rule at 81 FR
6616 (February 8, 2016)
11. NTL-4A allows the BLM to approve flaring if it is justified by data showing that “the expenditures necessary to
market or beneficially use such gas are not economically justified and that conservation of the gas, if required,
would lead to the premature abandonment of recoverable oil reserves and ultimately to a greater loss of equivalent energy than would be recovered if the venting or flaring were permitted to continue.”
12. GAO-16-607 at 23.
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Notes:

Contact Us
TCS can be contacted
using the information
below.
Taxpayers for Common
Sense, 651 Pennsylvania Ave, SE, Washington, DC 20003
202-546-8500
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